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is a site-specific inter- bly as close to a universal expevention that makes use of the func- rience as the planet can host, a
tional elements of the gallery, in- veritable zeitgeist. (...) The chalcluding the elevator, the stairs, lenge, therefore, becomes how
the window, and the fake mar- to work with these complex dyble tiles, as devices that ac- namics as a creative material,
tively conduct the visitor’s how to put them to work in
movement through the new ways. How to collectivespace. The exhibition ly make something of them,
operates as a type rather than personally emof membrane that body them.” Singleton's text
overlays the spac- can be read later in this
es of the gallery; a dossier.
site that the works
inhabit and in Cibrián is accessed through
which they are trans- a glass door, framed in a
formed. The transfor- window that faces the beach,
mations on the space give which allows the changing
off an erratic vitality, to the daylight to inundate the main
point that the exhibition begins space. From mid-afternoon, a
to function as a set for the video combination of street and traffic
. This video lights pollutes the entry. Ugly
uses the current condition of art, in Enemies' first installation
which most exhibitions are seen online, and entitled
, empushes it further: the exhibition is deformed, braces this mutant conobserved, and rearranged by lights or optical dition and exaggerates
distortion, in order to bring Ugly Enemies it, adapting the gallery
to the screen, and cast the space and lighting to the differmaterial conditions of of the gallery ent types of light that
as central characters in its rep- we see from within.
During the day, the
resentation.
installation makes
The
exhibition
was use of a conventionplanned throughout al white neon light, and
2020, while I was when the sun goes down
writing Sunburns, an there is a lower light made
essay about the making with mauve, white, and green
of exhibitions as if they spotlights, which dimly illumiwere “trap machines”
nate the rooms, letting the orange
(This essay will be pub- glow from the street mix with them.
lished with Urbanom- The PVC curtains installed in this
area increase the presence and maic, and an excerpt from
it can be read online at
teriality of these lighting strategies,
A*Desk edited by Marta
fragmenting the way we conduct
Ramos-Yzquierdo). Benedict
ourselves through the space, and
Singleton, philosopher, designmisleading our eyes. These
translucent strips overer, and specialist in strategy, has
written a text in response to this
lay each other and
essay and to Ugly Enemies, titled
the space, while
Gyropolitics, in which the author
a
sculpture
reflects on incorporating the condimade from
tion of “gyre”(spin, vortex, or whirlpool), a political force, to the artistic
production. “—Take up this kind of
plotting as a subject matter in itself. This
seems all the more important, given that
the feeling of being trapped is now argua-
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bicycle lights and lo- marble tiles through
cated at the other end their transparency. We
of the room casts its have to walk on the platsmall intermittent and form looking down, and
uncoordinated phospho- in doing so one observes
rescences on the plastics, that the printed images
multiplying the red ap- are mixed photographs of
pearances and contribut- mudflats, Martian soils or
ing to the lopsidedness craters; something that one
of the space. Within would suppose is still lower,
these multi-illuminat- and we would see if our eyes
ed rooms, the area could excavate that territory
that is most taken or if the silks had some sort
into account is the of Xray, towards the centre
gap under the cur- of the earth. If they could
tains; the space be- gut it a little more.
tween them and the
floor. Sculptures made Another wall of the
of clay have been made basement is occupied by
and installed for that spe, a drawing made
cific gap. They sculptures with clay and adhesive
also include hoops, colored plastic jewels, which appears
faux pearls, glitter, and tan- to us from the right or from
behind, while we were looking
gerine leaves.
down; which gives the drawing a
Further back, in the gal- rude and ghostly character.
lery corridor, the ceramic floor has raised it- Finally, a background sound is heard
self and welcomes us throughout the space. It mixvertically, or so it seems. es belching, coughing, gargling,
is gasps and beatbox rhythms.
a visual trick — a sort The two sound pieces, titled
of “trompe d'oeil”—
and
made with acrylic : were produced by Espaint on chipboards, ther thanks to the Inwhich makes one think juve grant in 2019.
of a movie set, or a fair- In this show they
ground attraction. Small work as piped muglazed porcelain sculptures are sic. The sound indistributed through this scenog- vades and deforms
raphy; they crawl on the ground or he rooms of the galcling to walls, almost as if they were lery, and does so using
precious detritus that has germinat- the internal explosions
of the body: a visceral
ed as the ground rose, and moved.
space reverberates and is
Going down, in the basement of reproduced as an atmosthe gallery, we find
phere.
(title taken from
Claude Lévi-Strauss), an
iron and steel platform is
placed on top of seven
silk prints. The silks
are superimposed
on each other and
directly on the
floor, revealing the false
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, 2020
Wall drawing. Clay, plastic
jewelry, and graphite

, 2020. Installation of
dimensions variable. Wood, pvc
strip curtains, spotlights, clay,
plastic jewelry, steel, leaves, water
and glitter.

B

16 × 33 × 20 cm
11 × 50 × 18 cm
09 × 60 × 15 cm
9,5 × 92,5 × 12 cm

3

, 2020. 7
prints on silk organza (130 x 210
cm cada una), platforms made out
of steel and iron.

, 2020.
Installation of dimensions
variable. Chipboard, acrylic paint,
glazed porcelain.

A

140 × 60 × 60 cm
145 × 70 × 30 cm
30 x 120 x 30 cm
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Video, 4’09”
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, 2020.

, 2020
Audio, 4’47” / 4’09”
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↖←
, 2020.
Video. 4’09”. Ed. 5 + 2 AP

17

↖
, 2020. Installation. Wood, pvc strip
curtains, spotlights, clay, plastic jewelry, steel, leaves,
water and glitter. Dimensions variable.
← . 16 × 33 × 20 cm

23

↖←

. 11 × 50 × 50 cm

27

← . 09 × 60 × 15 cm

29

↖←

. 9,5 × 92,5 × 12 cm

33

↖←
, 2020. Installation. Chipboard,
acrylic paint, glazed porcelain. Dimensions variable.
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↖

. 10 × 39 × 06 cm

← . 12 × 33 × 06 cm

47

↖←

, 2020. Installation. Seven
prints on silk Organza (130 × 210 cm each), platforms
made out of steel and iron. Dimensions variable.
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←↖←
,2020. Wall drawing. Clay, plastic jewelry,
and graphite. Dimensions variable.
→
, 2020. Audio. 4'47", 4'09",
respectively. Listen here. Password: aceituna.
Ed. 5 + 2AP
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Text by Benjamin Singleton, 2020.

The scientific worker of the fu- to proceed”; and this tends at its
extreme to a space where "manture will more and more resemble the lonely figure of Daedalus
agement has vanished and
as he becomes conscious of his
resolution becomes impossighastly mission, and proud of it.1
ble, resulting in a situation
where all that is left is the
In her striking essay Sunburns, Esther experience of being misGatón reinterprets the task of exhibi- led, and reactions to
tion-making as a species of trap con- it”. 2
struction. In doing so, she’s clear
that her interpretation extends The deployment of such a twist can
beyond a certain immediately catalyse various responses. For sure,
obvious interpretation, ac- one might be a transcendent moment
cording to which the artist of political and personal re-evaluis a hunter, the viewer, ation on the part of the viewer. But
her approach, too, encompassprey, and the artwork becomes the trap that brings
es a broader spectrum of rethe two together. In such a
sponses witnessed amongst
reading, the significance of gallery-goers,
which
the trap would be as an ob- somehow never seem
ject or situation that lures an to end up the coraudience under false pre- nerstone of protences, so as to extract nouncements about
something from them— ar t— exp erience s
the metaphorical art- spanning mystificawork-as-trap pull- tion or boredom,
ing in attention, through to betraysay, with money al and rage.
in its wake.
Totally contrary to Machiavelli’s porMore subtle and expansive than trait in The Prince of effective leaders
this (already interesting) per- as decisive and goal-oriented, eyespective Gatón’s interest in witness accounts describe Cosimo
the exhibition-astrap- sys- de’ Medici as an indecipherable
tem is driven by the ca- sphinx.3
pacity of a trap to produce a plot twist: here Political philosophy, especially
we are, going along in the West, has not in genas we do, and sud- eral liked to deal with gyres.
denly, everything Gyres are formed when a
has
changed, cluster of people become
and we realise locked into patterns
that what we of pre-emptive mathought was noeuvre with respect
“the situation” to one another. Peois definitely not ple watch one another,
so. We have been, in trying to guess their next
whatever way, played. “The move, locating points of inexhibition understood as a terception or distracted inertrap-machine”, she writes, “is not tia, fashion bait—the gyre is a
a system for capturing visitors shifting, flexing trapscape.
created by the artist, but instead builds a shared environ- Gyres are social phenomena, always
ment full of deceptions, frauds involving at least a two-person rivalry,
and stunts, which everyone, but the upper limit is less clear; perincluding its authors, trav- haps all human social forms contain a
erses without knowing how trace of them. Archetypal forms of gyre are
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the court, the corporate
around concentrations of perboard, the depths of politceived wealth or status. While
this latter point indicates the
ical parties, a crime syndicate, et cetera; even a group
importance of hierarchy within
of friends. Western habits of
gyres, they are also the locus of
thought tend not to prioritise a
huge reversals of fortune, and
therefore are able to embody a
general analysis of the gyral dykind of revolutionary dynamnamics of such situations, historically preferring instead to scheic, or at least a flattening one.
matise more just alternatives to a
And while these revolutions and
specific gyre than to map the counter-revolutions may escaspecifics of their vectors. The late to destroy a social sysgyre therefore shows up as tem they expand within,
kind of negative impres- they can also prove
sion, the thing a political remarkably stable
programme wants to get overtime.
rid of.
To even think about a gyre is to be drawn into it.
Accordingly, the gyre
often becomes defined Nonetheless, the principle lesson about the
only partially, in terms gyre is that it can exist around any subof the proposed solution to stantial concentration of perceived
abolish it, rather than being power or advantage, regardless of
appraised as a structure in its the ostensible political tradition
own right. It is easy, from the per- at work in it. Indeed, the sheer
spective of a collectivist strain of compatibility of gyropolitics with
thought, to see them as ultra-com- more overt political forms is not
petitive, yet they gyres propel the just remarkable, but also, it
creation of strategic alliances, just as would seem, necessary. Which
much as they do betrayals. Likewise, is to say that gyropolitical enadvocates of individualism might ob- vironments tend to swim thick
serve that despite the gyre’s facilitation with broad affirmations as to
of deeply personal projects, they also the glory of deities, kings, nainvolve, at a broad level, the abolition tions, the people, the family,
of individual identity, as each par- or whatever else is elevatticipant’s behaviour comes to be ed in the politics of a time
defined by others in the gyre. and place. This is consistCompetition and cooperation, ently noted in those rare volno longer opposites, becomes umes that speak to practitionsecondary to complicity—on- ers of gyropolitics directly, like
going, complex, partial and the brutal Guiguzi and Kautilya,
overlapping involvement—a or the gentler, but still sharp, Art of
phenomenon that has yet Worldly Wisdom, which— despite the
to attract its Smith or its extraordinary distances in time, space,
Marx; and in the politi- and culture from which they derive—concaleconomic terms with verge on a small set of remarkably simiwhich those thinkers lar themes about how to prosper withwere concerned, the in one.
gyre creates even
more confusion.
The leader should remain enigmatic, these rare and dangerous
Fans of a certain type of produc- books advise. Ideally, be silent
tion-focussed worldview, be it or speak sparsely, an approach
capitalist or involving certain which compels other people to
strains of communism, reveal themselves by talking to
you. Or achieve inscrutability
the gyre annihilates valthrough other means, such
ue, even as they form
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as presenting your contra- ter of alternative approaches—not
dictions with confidence or least where artists working with adindifference, as though they vanced technologies are producing
possess a secret logic. Have infrastructure that routes around
people argue about what you the art-industry staples like colreally meant. Rise above crit- lectors, curators, auctioneers, galicism by allying yourself—as lerists, etc. in which gyropolitics
above—with widely perceived presently exercises some of its
goods; do not elaborate a con- wildest forms. 4
crete vision of the future. Avoid
committing to specifics that might But what such initiatives do not
make you predictable, or against automatically do is take up this
which you might be accountable. kind of plotting as a subject
Avoid blame, and let others blame matter in itself. This seems all
each other for your displeasure. Do the more important, given that
not just refrain from indicating your the feeling of being trapped is
goals; do not have any. Compel now arguably as close to a uniothers, instead, to strategise, versal experience as the planet
occupying their minds can host, a veritable zeitgeist.
with attempts to unAnd we see this reflected
in the vast popularity of genre fiction that stages
derstand where you are
these kinds of interpersonal behaviours, from
leading them, or what
The Sopranos to Succession. This tends
you want from them, or
to remain, however, at the level of
what you will do next.
Become a trap.
content, depicting, in better ways
or not, some of these operConsider: how many times have we heard an artist refuse ations of power. If artists,
to be drawn on a specific intent or recommended in- as a rule, lack comparaterpretation of an artwork? While expressing a de- ble budgets or distribution
sire for those objects or situations to provoke mechanisms, they also have
thought in the viewer—to challenge, to dis- an extraordinary creative
turb, but above all engage? How many latitude with which to work.
contemporary artists point to capital- The challenge, therefore,
ism, technology, or the art world becomes how to work with
these complex dynamics as
itself as problematic, with the
a creative material, how to
full agreement of their auput them to work in new
dience?
ways. How to collectively
make something of them,
When the art world is understood as a gyrather than personally
ropolitical environment, art history itself
begins to warp. In such cases, we’ve
embody them.
not come far from the artist as portrait-maker of the well-heeled patron, but the approach has tactically shifted from representation
to impersonation.
Acknowledging that the contemporary art world is densely
threaded with gyropolitical plots doesn’t mean that there
is no countervailing moment. Notional critiques of
the art industry come as standard in art discourse, and many reforming or revolutionary initiatives within the Western art
world have failed to make much
of a difference to it. Nonetheless, today we see
signs of a fresh ros-
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A trapscape can involve multiple traps.
How can traps be related?
Independence from one another is an option.
But traps can also be linked or stacked—
enabling, for example, escape from a trap to
serve as bait in another.
One consequence of this observation would
note additionally that traps, at the terminal
point, are ultimately binary structures: either
one is trapped, or one is not.5
As such, the pattern of dependencies that
exist between traps—for example, trap A is
open when trap B and C are closed, or trap
X is closed when either trap Y or trap Z are
open—construct a series of logic gates, a
basic processor.
What software can run on such hardware?
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Benedict Demiren Singleton is a partner
and Director of Design at Rival Strategy.
His background is in design and philosophy;
he was formerly an independent consultant, and taught at Strelka Institute and the
Royal College of Art.
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4. See for example the Future Art Ecosystems programme, produced by Serpentine Galleries R&D
Platform and Rival Strategy. https://futureartecosystems.org
5. Curiously, this is a retrospective judgment; if the
trap was escaped, then one was never trapped to being with. The time-structure of
traps is fascinating, as are the prospect of continuous gradations of entrapment.
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Ugly Enemies was an exhibition by Esther
Gatón that took place at Cibrián Gallery
from 18th of December 2020 to
31st March of 2021.
Photography by Óscar Fernández Orengo,
Gregorio Cibrián and Esther Gatón.
Video in collaboration with Orhi Studio.
Graphic design by Jaime del Corro.
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